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Because bigotry against men is funny and makes us incels...
February 21, 2021 | 11 upvotes | by a-man-from-earth

https://np.reddit.com/r/FragileMaleRedditor/comments/lon74p/incels_create_a_safer_safe_space_than_th
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Comments

Kuato2012 • 12 points • 21 February, 2021 08:56 AM 

First they ignore you, then they ridicule you, then they fight you, then you win.

The callousness and petty bigotry in fragile male redditor is the kind of thing this sub is intended to call out, so it
doesn't shock me that they're defensive about it. Their sub exists to ridicule people instead of empathizing with
them due to the circumstances of their birth. That kind of petty tribalism can be popular in the short term, among
similarly small-minded people, but it's never a good look in the long run.

I don't suppose any of them who saw the link reflected long enough to ask themselves whether they're actually
the bad guy here.

DefiantDepth8932 • 12 points • 21 February, 2021 01:20 PM 

I saw that post and one person said that it was good to call out r/FDS and they got downvoted. Someone else
defended FDS and they got upvoted. That sub is purr feminazi behavior

a-man-from-earth[S] • 10 points • 21 February, 2021 02:08 PM 

It's not really surprising that there is such overlap between FMR and FDS.

[deleted] • 1 point • 7 March, 2021 12:02 AM 

Not possible, FMR doesn't allow terfs.

BloomingBrains • 2 points • 24 March, 2021 06:53 PM 

A bit off topic but I had no idea there was actually a sub called "fragile male redditor". How childish is that?
Basically, they're advertising "I can't actually win a debate with logic so in order to feel like I'm getting the last
laugh, I'm going to make a sub where I rather ineptly attempt to make fun of other people complaining because
complaining is bad even though that's exactly what I'm doing." I wonder if they've ever noticed that mens groups
don't engage in equivalent pettiness.
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